Surface enhanced Raman spectroelectrochemistry of a μ-oxo triruthenium acetate cluster: an experimental and theoretical approach.
Surface enhanced Raman spectroelectrochemistry (SERS) spectroelectrochemistry provides a very sensitive technique to investigate the vibrational characteristics of coordination compounds and their particular behavior under the influence of plasmonic surfaces, concomitant with the exploitation of their redox properties and electronic spectra. The results, however, depend upon the mechanisms involved in the intensification of Raman spectra associated with the electromagnetic, resonance Raman and charge-transfer excitation at the Fermi levels. By probing the model complex [(Ru3O)(CH3COO)6(4,4'-bipy)3](n) (n = 1, 0, -1) adsorbed onto rough gold electrode surfaces, contrasting SERS profiles were obtained at several successive redox potentials and oxidation states, which enables a critical discussion on the role of the complex interaction with the gold surface, and the influence of the specific electronic bands in the triruthenium acetate cluster. Density functional theory (DFT) and time-dependent DFT calculations were carried out for the complex bound to an Au20 cluster to show the participation of active lowest unoccupied molecular orbital levels centered on the gold atoms. The corresponding charge-transfer band was predicted around 1200 nm, which supports a charge-transfer interpretation for the SERS response observed at λexc = 1064 nm. The selective enhancement of the vibrational modes was discussed based on the Raman theoretical calculations.